From Singaopre to Woodlands Checkpoint
1.

Pick a bus to the Woodland Checkpoint base on where you set off:

Bugis: 170, CW2
Kranji MRT station: 170, CW1
Woodlands MRT station: 950
2.

Alight at the last stop Woodlands Checkpoint.

3.

Check that you have your passport and some Malaysian Ringgit with you.

4.

Follow the crowd up the escalator to reach Singapore Customs.

A tip from us:
Passengers can pay by cash in Singapore Dollars or swipe their EZ link cards on board SBS buses
(170, 950), making it convenient for Singaporeans or tourists. Conversely, Malaysia Ringgit is payable
on board the Causeway Link buses (CW1, CW2). CW1 and CW2 are direct buses, so travellers may
find them more straight forward.
A rough guide in between the checkpoints
5.

Clear the Singapore customs.

6.

Follow the crowd down the escalator.

7.
Find the queue of any bus from the same bus company you have travelled from.
(does not have to be the exact same bus number).
Another tip from cross boarder students:
The longest queue nearer to the escalator usually belongs to the SBS buses (170/950). The ones
further away are from Causeway Link (CW1, CW2).
8.
After alighting the bus, follow the crowd up the escalator to reach the Malaysian
customs.
A tip from savvy weekend shoppers:
Unlike most customs, the Malaysia customs counters are arranged in two lines. As a result, some
queues are served by one counter at the end of the queue, but some queues are served by two
counters concurrently. Although the queues served by two counters usually appear longer, always
choose them as they move twice as fast.
From the Malaysian Customs to Eco BnB
9.

Follow signs that say “JB Sentral”.

10.

Ignore any taxi drivers along the way offering you a ride.

11.

Exit the Customs building.

A. If you a taking a taxi to our place:
12a. Stop on the overhead bridge between Customs building and JB Sentral, facing away from the
customs building.
13a. Look towards the ground and look for the coupon taxi booth.

14a. If you reach a building with Starbucks and KFC, you have overshot, head back.
15a. Proceed to the coupon taxi booth and purchase a taxi coupon for RM20-30 stating our address.
16a. Be welcomed by our staff and feel like you have come home.

B. If you a taking our pickup service:
B. If you a taking our pickup service:
12b. Cross the overhead bridge towards JB Sentral, continue to ignore touting taxi drivers along the
way.
13b. Arrive at JB Sentral, a building with a Starbuck and a KFC
14b. Exit JB Sentral from the other end, and stop before you cross any overhead bridge.
15b. Proceed down the escalator to our pickup location. Look for a white color Toyota 7-seater.

12c. Cross the overhead bridge towards JB Sentral, continue to ignore touting taxi drivers along the
way.
13c. Arrive at JB Sentral, a building with a Starbuck and a KFC
14c. Exit JB Sentral from the other end, cross overhead bridge and turn left into City Square
15c. Have a sumptuous meal with the wide range of restaurant options.
16c. Backtrack towards custom building and follow instruction for 12a-16a (Taxi) or 12b-15b (pickup)

